Capital Projects
Beckton Depot Shed Extension
Form of Contract

Docklands Light
Railway Ltd

Beckton Depot /
Gallions Reach

Start: 31st Mar 14
Completion: 9th Apr 15

£8,552,905

Background

NEC Engineering and Construction The 3-Car Capacity Enhancement
Contract - Option A
Project started in early 2010 and
was completed on the Docklands
Light Railway routes to Bank and
Summary
Working as principal contractor, Lewisham. As a direct result of
the works involved extending the this upgrade trains entering the
depot had to be decoupled to a 2existing depot shed by 30m to
car configuration when
accommodate 3-car length
maintenance works were
trains. The existing track fan to
required to be carried out.
the east of the depot was
stripped out and re-laid to a new
Cleshar was appointed as
ballasted track design.
principal contractor to construct
an extension to the existing
Based on the customers design,
maintenance shed to improve
the tracks within the depot
maintenance efficiencies. The
extension were installed on
raised in situ concrete plinths to works would allow the operation
the light duty area and track slab of longer 3-car length trains
for the heavy duty maintenance providing greater capacity,
reducing crowding on the route
area.
and allowing passengers to board
A double height 90m length steel the first train available - reducing
the overall time to complete a
gantry was also installed to the
journey on the DLR.
full length of the existing and
new depot for accessing the roof
and door level trains stabled in
road 4.
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ON TRACK TO
DELIVER CHANGE

Sectional Handover
Beckton Depot Shed Extension
Objectives / Challenges

The vicinity of the works to the
operational depot made this
project both technically and
physically challenging both from
a Health and Safety and
Coordination/Planning
perspective. All works were
carried out while ensuring that
train maintenance works were
not affected, and with all new
services tied in with the existing
operational systems. One
example of ensuring that train
maintenance works were
unaffected was in our
construction of a 30m wide by
11m high steel and timber
designed temporary Curtain Wall
on the line between the existing
and new shed to allow a safe
segregation of the works from
the operational depot.

These works compromised of
existing Track Fan Strip out,
construction of the new
extension, M&E works, DC
traction works, including new DC
Contactors and Isolators,
signalling interface works and the
installation of a new Track Fan
and Conductor Rails.

Cleshar achieved
sectional completion on
time and successfully
handed the project over
to Docklands Light
Railway.

The main depot is generally
referred to as “Beckton depot,”
but it is actually at Gallions
Reach. This project is for the
extension of the main
maintenance shed at Beckton
Depot with a 30m x 35m
extension. It compromises of the
extension of 1 heavy duty and 3
light duty maintenance roads to
allow a 3-car Maintenance
regime, increasing the current
capacity by 50%. Additional
works were required within the
existing shed to increase the
capacity of the heavy
maintenance works, including the
installation of a second 10ton
crane, new additional Turn Table
and a new access pit for Bogie
Maintenance.

Works in Progress
Beckton Depot Shed Extension
Our works included:
• Existing track fan strip out
• Construction of the new
extension
• Mechanical and Electrical works
• DC traction works, including new
DC contactors and isolators
• Signalling interface works
• Installation of a new track fan
and conductor rails
There were improvements made
within the existing shed to increase
the capacity of the heavy
maintenance works, including a
new access pit for bogie
maintenance. “The project team
performed to an extremely high
standard in a very difficult and
challenging environment,” said
Project Manager Dhaud Sardar.
“The vicinity of the works to the
operational depot made this project
both technically and physically
challenging. All works were carried
out whilst ensuring that existing
train maintenance was not affected,
and with all new services tied in
with the existing operational
systems. This required the team to
build a 30m x 11m high temporary
curtain wall within the existing shed
to allow safe segregation of the
works from the operational depot.”

Works in Progress
Beckton Depot Shed Extension
During the construction phase The
ORR conducted a successful safety
tour of the DLR depot at Beckton
Depot shed extension works. A
number of observations were
made, all of a minor nature.
The extended depot roads can take
the extended 3 car DLR trains
without uncoupling to fit into the
depot. The improved efficiency of
the depot will mean that
maintenance time will be reduced
and train numbers more easily
maintained around the system and
mean time between failures
substantially increased.
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